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This paper tells the story of the development of a practice-research project and how, 

as it developed and the complex relationship between practice and research became clearer, I 

began to explore the problem of the conjunction (should it be practice based, practice led..?) 

and instead characterise that relationship in terms of the hyphen: practice-research. My aim in 

telling this story is to problematize the expanding practice-research industry and its focus, as 

I see it, on moments of stability rather than processes of emergence. 

It began with photographs. I was working on a project around ‘the Fence’ surrounding 

the London 2012 Olympics site. I was interested in the ways in which this very physical 

object was defining a liminal space. It 

was on this perimeter of the new 

development where the spectacle of 

global sports met the East End, where 

legacy landed, complete with 

spaceship stadiums and robot drones. 

The photographic project was 

exploring the Fence as a limit, 

without photographing it. I saw the 

Fence as an integral part of the 2012 

project, brand and ideology. Even 

when the famous Blue Fence that hid 

the site from view was replaced with a wire one, the Fence remained a potent and very 

concrete form of 2012: a site of the surveillance cameras, a line not to be crossed except on 

guided tours and a frame through which one could see the emerging architecture and business 

of 2012.  Rather than photographing it (and the site behind/within) I used it rather as a 

defining space. I followed the Fence around the site and photographed with my back to it, 

looking back into London (Figure 1). 

 It also began with ideas. As an academic looking at emerging digital media and 

journalism practices, I was interested in what was specific about the digital image (the new 

media object in Lev Manovich’s terms (“The Language of New Media”)) within the field of 

Figure 1. Paul Caplan. From the Fence back into London. 
2009. 



photography. I was not interested in the differences between analog and digital but rather 

what was specific about the digital image and how that functioned in distributed media and 

what I characterised, following Martin Jay, as a new scopic regime (“Scopic Regimes”). Just 

as Barthes had sought what was particular about the photograph in Camera Lucida, I was 

looking to get at the nature of the digital image-object without having to define it in terms of 

the analog – discrete rather than linear, reproducible rather than unique etc. As Barthes said 

about his own very personal project: “I was overcome by an ‘ontological’ desire: I wanted to 

learn at all costs what Photography was ‘in itself,’ by what essential feature it was to be 

distinguished from the community of images” (Barthes 3). 

I approached this question through object-oriented philosophy, an ontological 

framework developed by Graham Harman ("Prince of Networks") from Bruno Latour’s 

Actor-Network Theory ("Irreductions").1 In essence this approach treats the material and non-

material as equally important players (or ‘actants’) in social, political and scientific relations. 

Whether at the micro or marco levels, the world is made of objects that interact and form 

alliances. Their power arises from the ways in which they are enfolded into relations with 

other actors within networks.2 An object is more power-full the more alliances it can amass. 

A person, a chemical element, an idea, or as we will see an element of software can be seen 

as an actant, doing things in the world. Where an object-oriented philosophy is at its most 

controversial is in its willingness to treat the non-material as equally capable of being a 

powerful actant. Here memes (Dawkins) and whole discourses sits alongside protons and 

neutrons, iPads and cameraphones, scientists, politicians and multinationals in an “absolute 

equality of (…) actors, which cannot be segregated into genuine solid atoms on one side and 

mere figments of human beings on the other” (Harman, "Prince of Networks" 73).3 

                                            
1 Harman’s approach sits alongside other parallel approaches that became known as 

Speculative Realism: “Ray Brassier’s eliminative nihilism, Iain Hamilton Grant’s cyber-
vitalism and Quentin Meillassoux’s speculative materialism [which…] all combine a realist 
element with a speculative one.” (Harman, “Towards Speculative Realism” 1-2) 

2 For Latour and Harman, networks are not just computer-based or even necessarily 
communication networks. Rather, the social is made up of networks of actors forming 
alliances that are temporary, dynamic, local and contingent. There are networks in scientific 
laboratories and communities, in newsrooms, families and cities as well as online. 

3 Harman has sought to create a distance between his flat ontology and that of Latour. 
In a recent Blog entry he says: “It is sometimes falsely claimed that I think that ‘unicorns are 
just as real as atoms,’ or something of that sort. That’s the early Latour, not me. The early 
Latour (in Irreductions and also later) thinks that all actors are equally real, but not equally 
strong. For the early Latour, then, being is strictly univocal. All things are real in the same 
sense: namely, they are able to affect other realities. Since an atom has effects on other 
atoms, and since the unicorn has effects on the 8-year-old girl who demands unicorn items 



This perspective allowed me to address not only images as objects but also Barthes’ 

“essential feature”, the practice of imag(in)ing4 and as we will see the code and protocols 

within distributed imaging . All were actants enfolded in alliances.  

Graeme Sullivan's Art Practice As 

Research carries the subtitle “Inquiry in 

Visual Arts” but his perspective can be seen 

as reaching beyond the purely visual arts. 

Sullivan locates his own perspective against 

the background of empiricist, hermeneutic 

and critical methodologies. Sullivan does not 

say these methods are invalid; he merely 

wants to argue that artists have something to 

add too. His project is to connect those 

approaches and methods together and position art practice as research, rather than as an 

outcome or a starting point. He visualizes this relationship as a series of interlocking pieces 

(Figure 2). He places “art practice [as the] core around which inquiry unfolds” (Sullivan 

102). Practice and critique are linked, intimately connected as two triangles forming a 

diamond “as theoretical issues are investigated through creating and critiquing” (106).  

                                            
for her birthday, the unicorn turns out to be just as ‘real’ (in the early Latourian sense) as 
atoms. But that has never been my own position. All I say is that philosophy must account for 
all real and unreal things. Philosophy can’t simply sneer at unicorns, Batman, Pizza Hut, and 
armies while praising neurons, quarks, and mathematical structures […] I don’t believe that 
being is univocal at all. Instead, I hold that it is bivalent (or even tetravalent, but nothing 
more than that). Most relevantly here, there is a difference between real and sensual objects. 
Sensual objects exist only as the correlate of some perceiver, while real objects withdraw 
from every perceiver” (Harman, "The UCLA Event Page"). 

Harman is referring to a passage in Pandora’s Hope where Latour says: “Golden 
Mountains, phlogiston, unicorns, bald kings of France, chimeras, spontaneous generation, 
black holes, cats on mats, and other black swans and white ravens will all occupy the same 
space-time as Hamlet, Popeye, and Ramses II” (161). 

4 I use the term imag(in)ing to highlight the relationship between the sort of 
distributed photography, image creation and sharing I call ‘imaging’ and imagining, drawing 
on Anderson and Taylor’s ideas of the imagined community (“Imagined Communities”; 
“Modern Social Imaginaries”) which Lillie Chouliariki discusses in relation to spectatorship 
(“Spectatorship of Suffering”). 

Figure 2. Braided Relationships. (Sullivan 112) 



Through a series of increasingly 

complex visual figures Sullivan develops his 

idea of the “braid, with its infolding and 

unfurling form that disengages and reconnects 

with core themes while continually moving 

into new spaces” (112).5 The final image has 

moved from a tangram-like two dimensional 

jigsaw to a more fractal-like, 3d, dynamic 

visualization where, “irrespective of where 

visual arts research happens, the structure has 

similar qualities - it is simple, complex, and 

dynamic all at the same time” (113). Using imagery reminiscent of computer visualizations, 

the metaphor of the braid sees the core practice triangle connecting with interpretivist, 

empiricist and critical fragments, splitting, recombining and finally stabilizing (Figure 3). 

Throughout this process, the visual arts practice ‘piece’ - while it may itself fragment into 

multiple practices, acts as the attractor pulling the complex system into a form of stability. 

Sullivan talks of practice as research but he could equally well talk of practice-based 

research. For him practice, in whatever fragmentary, complex and dynamic ways he pictures 

it, is at the heart of the system. It is practice that acts as attractor.  

Hazel Smith and Roger Dean also go for a visual metaphor. They draw a picture to 

imagine what they characterise as practice-led research and research-led practice. Their 

willingness to reverse the terms around the conjunction ‘led’ is important. Their diagram has 

separate zones for practice-led research and research-led practice within what they call an 

“iterative cyclic web”. They too see a dynamic process but where perhaps Sullivan pictures a 

folding/unfolding movement, here the image is one of the cycle: start-end-start with a 

‘research phase’ and a ‘practice phase’ connected, repeated and ratcheting each other up as a 

project moves forward (Figure 4).  

                                            
5 There is of course a danger with visual metaphors, particularly when made concrete 

in illustrations. They inevitably collapse complex relations and can slip from a heuristic 
device to becoming a statement of equivalence. I repeat them here in order to clarify the 
writers’ positions and distinguish my own approach which I am conscious is also visual. 

Figure 3. Self Similar Structures. (Sullivan 113) 



Smith and Dean's account can sometimes sound almost functionalist: “idea generation 

leads to experiments, gathering of data and/or analysis of theory or criticism. This may be 

followed by the development or synthesis of material and can, in turn, lead to the testing of 

the theory, either empirically to by argument and comparison, with outputs at a number of 

possible stages” (21). Their figure is certainly more linear than Sullivan's but it is not a single 

movement. They position it in relation to Deleuze and Guattari's rhizome (“Thousand 

Plateaus”) “in which any point can be linked to any other and there are ‘multiple entryways 

and exits’” (Smith and Dean 21). Around the edge of Smith and Dean’s core cycle, sub-

cycles form. These “smaller circles indicate the way in which any stage in the process 

involves iteration” (19). As one follow the process of evolution around the circle, new 

organisms form and develop or form and die off, feeding back into the broader ecosystem. 

I began my practice-research project by exploring the digital image object and its 

traces within the scopic regime through the camera as imag(in)ing device or apparatus.6 My 

iPhone allowed me to explore particularly mobile ways of taking and consuming images. The 

                                            
6 Although this paper focuses on my use of digital cameras, I also used a Leica and 

and a Belplasca stereo cameras and Kodachrome as ways of exploring the decisive moments 
(in opposition to the indecisive digital moment) as well as practices of individual (stereo 
slide) as opposed to social consumption. 

Figure 4. The Iterative Cyclic Web.  (Smith and Dean 20) 



camera was ‘always on’, ‘always there’, informal and unobtrusive. I could take photographs 

if I found myself around the edge of the Olympics site and without people noticing. The 

mobile phone imaging device/apparatus became almost a seamless part of my seeing, the sort 

of everyday imag(in)ing that Shaun Moores has drawn attention to (“Media and Everyday 

Life”). This meant that I took more images. The knowledge that I had 32GB of imaging 

capacity, which would be cleared and renewed when I automatically synced my phone as it 

charged each night, took away the fear of taking images (would I run out of film? is this 

worth photographing? how much is this costing?) as well as my professional training to look 

for the decisive moment (Cartier-Bresson). Rather the mobile phone's capacity to take 

photographs which sat alongside entries in my calendar, sms messages, emails as well as 

images sent by others to me, meant that the images were merely parts of my life and work. 

The photographic object, a distinct and auratic object in my professional experience, became 

everyday and informal. 

As a professional photographer there was another key aspect to this practice and my 

developing understanding of an imaging scopic regime: the network. It became clear as I 

added my Fence images to my online portfolio on Flickr and added the user tags to the 

camera-created metadata, that my image-objects were inevitably becoming part, not only of 

my own stream of imag(in)ings but also social albums, collections and scopic montages 

created via searches. The scopic regime and the 

digital image object were social and networked. The 

object’s semiotic as well as its ontological status was 

folded into social and networked relations on Flickr. 

Here the  imaging apparatus was the network. It was 

the flow of my images and others' images across my 

phone's screen that was providing the view, the 

imagining of the Fence and 2012.  

By using the screen-grab functionality on the 

phone I could ‘take a photo’ of the stream of images 

on Flickr (Figure 5). By searching for images that 

were either tagged by the user as related to 2012 or 

had geolocations around the Fence as tags set by their 

cameras, I could pull in streams of 2012 images taken 

near where I was walking (or possibly taken on the Figure 5.  Paul Caplan. iPhone Flickr 
screengrab. 2009. 



other side of the Fence) recently or many years ago. I could also use my PC at home as an 

imaging device, setting up particular tag or geotag searches and screen-grabbing the result. 

These images (screen grabs of image flows) were a new form of network or distributed 

photography/imaging. I embraced the position of ‘imager’ as well as the social/networked 

nature of the image flows and explored the nature of imaging in different spaces, by the 

Fence and at home on my PC. 

I expanded this use of the mobile phone as 

imaging apparatus by using Augmented Reality (AR) 

Apps as imaging devices to pull photos taken around 

the Fence (inside or outside) and overlay them on the 

live view.7 I also pulled in details of nearby brands 

(including 2012 sponsors) who made the location of 

their nearest burger bar or coffee house available 

(Figure 6). This flow of data, paralleling the flow of 

images, was grabbed in the same way. These screen-

grabs were then fed back into the social imaging 

networks by being uploaded back onto Flickr. 

As I explored what was happening as I 

imag(in)ed the Fence, it became clear that the object I 

was using and therefore needed to understand was at 

the level of software and more correctly in the realm 

of protocol, the standards that enable software and networks to work.8 Jpeg was enfolded in 

distributed imag(in)ing practices as well as the economic-political relations of Web 2.0 and 

the imaging industries. It was not that the jpeg protocol was some sort of essence or subject. 

Rather, from an object-oriented perspective, it was an actant. As the dominant standard for 

digital compression,9 it enabled particular taking, sharing, archiving and business practices. It 

was enfolded into Google, Yahoo, Apple and Nikon’s business strategies. It was in powerful 

alliances with new social networking (Murray) and mobile media cultural practices (Reading; 
                                            

7 AR overlays data on the camera view. This data can include information from 
Wikipedia, Google searches or any other data source that provides geoinformation including 
Flickr and other photo-sharing sites. 

8 Alexander Galloway (“Protocol”) has discussed the TCP/IP and DNS protocols as 
powerful forces in the operation of what Gilles Deleuze called control societies (“Control 
Societies”). 

9 Technically it is wrong to speak of a ‘jpeg image’. Jpeg is the standard for 
compression and encoding of digital images. 

Figure 6.  Paul Caplan. Augmented 2012. 
2010. 



Van Dijck). Its power arose from its status as a ‘black box’, so enmeshed in our distributed 

imag(in)ing culture that it set new relations in motion. The jpeg protocol, encoded into 

software, hardware, the virtual and the real, could be addressed not as the foundation, nor as 

the outcome but as a trace across what Jussi Parikka and Tony Sampson call the topological 

space of objects (“On Anomalous Objects”).10 As protocol emerged as my object of concern, 

I developed a new series of practices. 

I began to think of my work as experiments, a series of practices that allowed 

‘protocol’ to emerge as an object of concern and could similarly allow other issues, 

knowledges and interventions to emerge. I developed the Olympic Arcades Laboratory to 

explore protocol.11  

I used Yahoo Pipes12 to build a ‘slideflow’ that pulled in Flickr images according to 

their EXIF metadata (Figure 7). Similar to the imaging apps I had used on my phone, this 

created a window into 

distributed imagespace. More 

importantly from my point of 

view the very visual coding 

practice enabled me to 

explore in real-time the 

effects of different 

configurations, coding and 

search choices. Whether I was 

making those changes live in 

front of an ‘audience’ (and indeed encouraging them to play with Yahoo Pipes too) or on my 

own computer, it was the process not the product that was opening up the learning and the 

jpeg protocol. 

                                            
10 For object-oriented philosophy, an actant’s power comes from the alliances within 

which it works. Escaping the subject/object dualism which would position jpeg as the subject 
of a statement or its object, this approach rather looks to trace the concrete workings of jpeg-
as-actant with other actants, within particular structural and cultural networks. This is not a 
form of technological determinism because jpeg is not the only or even necessarily the most 
important actor in play. 

11 The name of the Laboratory derives from Walter Benjamin’s enigmatic work that, 
rather like the distributed image space I am investigating, was made up of fragments or “rags 
’n refuse” that Benjamin saw as a new way of writing history (“Arcades Project”). 

12 A web 2.0 service that uses APIs and open protocols as a way of building simple 
mash-ups without programming (http://pipes.yahoo.com). 

Figure 7. Paul Caplan. YahooPipes slideflow. 2010. 



When I added a maps 

element to this mashup, by 

flowing image searches onto 

Google Maps (Figure 8), it was 

again the coding practice that 

was important, it was the 

changing parameters and 

criteria that opened up jpeg. 

Both of these experiments 

allowed me to explore jpeg as an actant that generated the digital image object in terms of 

interoperability and flexibility. 

I built a webpage using JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3 to create a space where the 

protocol hacker/imager13 could pull in images from the distributed web according to 

whatever (protocol-driven) criteria they chose, collide and remix those image-objects as long 

as the objects remained within the interface. The page was coded to pull in new images at 

random intervals (effectively dipping into the distributed stream at random moments). The 

hacker/imager could screengrab their ‘dialectical image’ at any time and then feed that image 

back into the distributed stream with the chance that it would appear again in the flow. As the 

user traced trails through the rags ’n refuse of the distributed scopic regime and Google and 

Flickr’s databases and archives, other images would appear that while also jpeg-encoded 

images were designed to disturb the flow. Legal warnings questioning the copyright status of 

the images in flow; links to the user’s computer cache where images had been ‘downloaded’ 

by the browser; details from the EXIF metadata as surveillance files as well as sample web 

2.0 terms and conditions could be collided and remixed along with other image-objects, or 

left as what Barthes called ‘punctums’: the “sting, speck, cut, little hole [….] that accident 

which pricks” (“Camera Lucida” 27). 

                                            
13 I use the term hacker in its original meaning of someone caught up in what Stephen 

Levy called “the daring symbiosis between man and machine” (Levy 32). See (Wark) and   
(Coleman and Golub) for account of hacker culture and practice. 

Figure 8. Paul Caplan. Google Maps 2012 mashup. 2010. Note 
how the geolocation data ‘misplaces’ the image. 



I also experimented with a form of live-coding, looking not to build an application let 

alone an image, but rather engage in an imaging/coding practice. I began to ‘hack’ the byte 

level code within jpeg 

images using a Hex editor, 

reconfiguring the images 

and pushing their visual 

signification until it 

collapsed (Figure 9). I used 

steganographic techniques 

to ‘hide’ data within the 

image code and rewrote the 

EXIF metadata to ‘lift 

images over the Fence’, 

geolocating images of sportswear sweatshops in the middle of the Olympic park. These 

experiments were not about creating images but about using the practice of image-hacking to 

explore the operation of protocol that made them (both the images and the practices) possible. 

As I conducted these experiments it became apparent that I was ‘chasing protocol’. I 

could see its traces and its effects (the dialectical image relations within the slideflow, the 

intellectual property, geo-political and ethical implications of the mashups and the cultural 

practices within the live-coding tool, even the code that rendered the image) but these were 

not jpeg. Jpeg was in the background setting these effects in motion. Like a scientist working 

with a particle accelerator I was watching and measuring the results of colliding subatomic 

particles, the traces on the monitor. I was not capturing the Higgs Boson elementary particle 

itself. Nor could I. Jpeg was not the image it was the rules that allowed the image. It was not 

the mashup or the app, it was the standard that meant they worked. Protocol was always just 

out of reach. What my experiments showed was that the jpeg protocol, powerful though it 

was, was unreachable, unrepresentable. It disappeared from view or in Heidegger’s terms it 

withdrew from view.14 It was the ‘failure’ of the experiments to deliver protocol that actually 

opened up the black box of its status as object. 

The Laboratory not only allowed new issues about the workings and power effects of 

protocol to emerge, but also challenged the view of practice-research that Sullivan and Smith 

                                            
14 For Heidegger, objects (in his example the tool) withdraw from view behind the 

sensual qualities we can view and cannot be expressed by any of its qualities. For accessible 
account see (Harman, “Heidegger Explained”). 

Figure 3. Paul Caplan. Hex editing jpeg-encoded images. 2010. 



and Dean had presented. Where they focused on the moments of stability amid the chaos of 

practice and research as instructive, I was finding that it was the process of emergence and 

failure that were where the dialectic images sparked and the black boxes opened. 

Both Sullivan and Smith and Dean make use of language and imagery derived from 

complexity theory which argues that the whole is more than the sum of the components. At 

large and small scales, systems have characteristics that are the same. They are ‘scale free’, 

‘self similar’ or fractal. Within complex systems, small units, or ‘actants’ (whether atoms, 

neurons, ants, populations, share dealings, bits within a computer etc) interact in complex 

ways and generate particular states. These states or ‘attractors’ are poised on the ‘edge of 

chaos’.15 The system settles but only temporarily. It is this movement where a system settles 

around an attractor only to be moved on to another (not necessarily higher) level of 

organisation, that has proved so attractive to those seeking to understand biological, 

economic and even cultural systems.16 For both Sullivan and Smith and Dean, the focus is on 

the attractor state. For Sullivan, practice acts an attractor, stabilizing the complex, dynamic 

movements within research. For Smith and Dean, the swirls and eddies within the cycle of 

practice-research-practice also act as moments of stability, pauses in a field of complex 

processes but also sparks for new micro webs.  

My aim in establishing my experiments was not to establish an iterative process 

leading to the holy grail of an account of protocol or create attractor states that would deliver 

knowledges. Rather it was to set in motion a process of emergence which could begin to 

unpick the enfolded relations and actor-networks that gave character to the digital image-

object and the distributed scopic regime. The experiments were therefore not designed to 

produce objects (a mashup, an App, a website etc). By thinking in terms of experiments, I 

could address the scopic regime issues of flow (with their attendant questions of ethics, law 

and political-economy) and experience (with its attendant issues of ownership and control), 

as emergent and active rather than as stable. By moving away from working with images or 

even apps, to coding I sought to chase the jpeg protocol in motion rather than account for its 

                                            
15 Chaos here is used in the technical sense as a particular non-linear formation. Within 
complexity theory complex adaptive systems are poised on the edge of this non-linear chaos. 
For accessible introductions see (Johnson; Holland; Urry). 
16 See for instance Manuel De Landa’s attempt to write a non-linear history(“Thousand 
Years”) where social structures (whether material or non-material, human or not) emerge 
from complex historical processes that cannot be traced to a founding essence or dynamic. 
Rather De Landa argues, ideas of social causality must include an understanding of the sort 
of feedback mechanisms that scientists find at work in chaotic and complex adaptive systems. 



results. The mashups that I built were not the object of analysis, they were the spaces where 

the traces emerged (the practices and relations set in motion by jpeg) and the object withdrew 

from view.  

My failure to chase down protocol was not an aberration; it was where practice and 

research met because it was where the limits of the alliances and translations were. It was 

only as any possibility of a specifically photographic practice broke down around the stream 

of images and imaginings in a world of distributed media and media practices that software 

came into view and it was only when that software began to break apart within mashups that 

protocol appeared as object. And it was only as I pushed protocol within a live-coding 

practice that it withdrew and its black box began to open to reveal issues of intellectual 

property, ethics, politics and power. These knowledges were not moments of stability within 

the practice-research system, rather the processes of breakdown and failure emerged at the 

interface between practice and research, a space captured in the hyphen.17 

The hyphen symbolizes emergence and the gap or failure. Where Sullivan and Smith 

and Dean certainly draw attention to process, their focus is on the moments of stability, the 

experiments or practices where an actant has achieved some form of stability or an attractor 

state has stabilized momentarily. However it is the spaces between those moments that are 

the most important. It is the flux and failure of the process and practice where the actants are 

unstable and at their most active where I argue practice-research is at its most powerful. It is 

not the moments when practice has revealed something or research has generated a practice 

or work. Rather it is the mess and flux of failure, the spaces and times where protocol has 

been pushed until it breaks or the alliances shatter where the black boxes open and the 

workings of objects and relations are at their most apparent and powerful. The hyphen 

symbolizes that process and draws attention to that space. It symbolizes a connection but also 
                                            

17 I am conscious that the hyphen is a loaded tool to use. Circular debates about its 
presence or absence for post(-)structuralists/colonialist/feminists et al are never far away and 
of course Latour is no fan of hyphens. He is clear: “There are four things that do not work 
with actor-network theory; the word actor, the word network, the word theory and the 
hyphen! Four nails in the coffin” ("On recalling ANT" 15). For him the hyphen prefigures a 
return to modernist oppositions. “It is an unfortunate reminder of the debate between agency 
and structure into which we never wanted to enter” (21). A core aim of ANT is to explore 
how actors are enfolded in networks which are themselves the traces of actors in process, 
movement, translation and alliance. For Latour, the hyphen gets in the way. Rather than 
signaling a bridge it signifies a gap, a space, something to be connected. I would argue 
however that the connotations of a bridge and a gap/space that Latour seems to fear are 
exactly the point because it is in that space of emergence where the power of practice-
research as a way of understanding complex systems of emergence and actants in movement 
becomes possible. 



a disjunction between practice and research. The two are not just braided (Sullivan) or in an 

iterative cycle (Smith and Dean) they are interdependent.  

Practice-research has the potential to enable the more modest approach to social 

enquiry that John Law calls for when he urges us to: “live more in and through slow method, 

or vulnerable method, or quiet method. Multiple method. Uncertain method. Diverse method” 

(Law 11). For Law such an approach allows us to deal with the ‘mess’ of actor-networks, the 

complex interrelationships of alliances and the topographical foldings and unfoldings of 

multidimensional actants. Practice-research offers just such a modest methodology, if it is 

drawn in terms of emergence, fragmentation and failure. If it is positioned as a linear or even 

cyclic method stopping and starting again at moments of practice-led or practice-based 

stability, it is in danger of remaining rooted in an account of enquiry where knowledge is 

discovered at moments of practice and/or research.  

The picture I have tried to draw is one where the complex adaptive system of 

practice-research is characterised by fragmentation and failure as the engines of emergence, 

driving the practice in ways that embrace multiplicity, uncertainty and mess as processes and 

relations that generate the sorts of failure that push black-boxes into the liminal spaces where 

they begin to break apart. It is in the failure of a mashup experiment to pull in images that the 

traces of protocol are at their most apparent. It is when the compression algorithm is pushed 

to its limits that the image becomes invisible and the code visible. It is the failure of the live-

coding to chase down protocol that the black box of its powerful relations begins to open. 

These knowledges emerge not as attractor moments of stability but as transitory flashes, 

neither of practice not of research but of practice [hyphen] research.  
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